[The consistency and validity of a measurement in clinical pediatric research. Its definition, evaluation and interpretation].
In clinical pediatric research as in all research, one of the fundamental characteristics is the measurement of the studied features, either clinical, of laboratory or cabinet. A measurement must have two fundamental characteristics, for it to be considered as scientific: consistency and validity. The first one is centered on the variability of the measurement, which is due to the measuring instrument, to the subject or entity which is measured and to the individual or individuals who carry out the measuring, this is known as intra or interobserver variability, respectively. Validity is the fact of "actually" measuring what we want to measure. Both characteristics of measurement, are often mixed, between them and with other concepts, and this is the reason of not having a clear idea of what is the real meaning. This paper discusses the different terms that have been used for consistency and validity of a measurement. Also it points out how to assess consistency, from the validity, taking into account the measuring scale of the variables and the number of observers. Easy examples are used for the application of different formulas and for the interpretation of the results.